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Introduction
Caryn introduced the meeting and reminded all of the Terms of Reference and
reiterated that the taskforce will continue to be action focused. These are currently
grouped around topics that arose at the inaugural meeting but can be developed and
added to as further ideas arise.
Sub-group Updates
Roadside Verges – Martin Jones
 Welsh Government in the first instance should tackle the trunk road systems.
Gemma and Caryn to arrange meeting with Transport policy







Bee Friendly Monmouthshire a new initiative and example of positive work
going on in Monmouthshire County Council.
Cwm Harry Trust – bio-digester using roadside cuttings
Need to disseminate best practice of verge management, amenity grassland
management and also contract management.
Spring workshops/seminars for Local Authorities would be a good starting
point, and could also produce proceedings as guidance.
Local Authorities need to be reminded of their duty to have regard

Wildlife Gardening – No current lead for this group but a link established with Marc
Carlton of the Wildlife Gardening Forum, and Maria Golightly of the Grow Wild funding
programme, who could offer support with publicity.
Sustainable Bees – Jenny Shaw explained that we can’t stop all importations of
honeybees or bumblebees but we must aim to make Wales more self-sufficient in this
area and limit imports as much as possible. There are basic changes that the large
commercial companies could make though there are few of these in Wales.
WBKA is running a campaign with its members to raise awareness of the origin of the
queen bee. But we must also reach out to those beekeepers that aren’t WBKA
members to make them aware of the issues with the importing of pollinator kits and in
the longer term to get various beekeepers all over the country to start producing
colonies.
Frank Gellatly added that the Bumblebees for commercial greenhouses are a different
issue. They are not hugely imported into Wales and that queen bees are legislated.
However there is an associated workstream looking into a native supply of
bumblebees for this purpose.
Tree Health / Disease – the wider issue of raising awareness of importing non-native
trees and bees and where they are coming from needs to be considered.
Glastir – Mike Howe presented to the meeting a brief paper on Glastir and pollinators.
Dates for cutting in current Glastir options are far too early to benefit wild pollinators.
There is a lack of targeted prescriptions for specific species. There will be a
consultation period for the Glastir proposals for the next Rural Development Plan
starting in January (exact date TBC) and running for 4 weeks.
Huw Thomas and Andrew Gurney added that there are issues with moving the timing
of cutting to later due to weather conditions. This could result in hay not being able to
be cut at all.
Further suggestion was made for farmers to leave small areas uncut in order to create
wildflower habitats.
The issue of LA owned farms as well as Farming Connect demonstration farms was
mentioned.

Evidence – Richard Watkins updated the taskforce on Defra’s National Pollinator
Strategy which will be launched in January 2014. A further evidence statement will be
published in May/June 2014.
Monitoring – Update from Deborah Procter explaining that there is no specific
pollinator monitoring scheme at present though it will be developed to be applicable
for the whole of the UK. Also, we must be clear on what question we are asking in
regards to monitoring of pollinators.
Funding – WG can fund small initiatives by the end of this financial year. All subgroups to get in touch with the Biodiversity Policy Team in WG (Caryn Le Roux /
Gemma Light). A marker for the £6 million will be submitted under the title of
“Pollinator Programme”.
AOB – Date of next meeting to be early February 2014
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